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Friday the 13th Phobia? For Investors, It’s Usually a
Good Day.
Posted by WSJ Staff

The Wallet covers the latest personal finance and
investing news and trends, helping readers make sensible
money decisions in a complex financial world. Send your
comments, feedback and questions to wallet@wsj.com.
advertisement

Jason Zweig writes the Intelligent Investor column for The Wall Street
Journal.
It’s Friday the 13th, my name is Jason and I’m hoping I can slay one of the
stock market’s dumbest myths once and for all.
A lot of investors are still superstitious about Friday the 13th, regarding it as an unlucky
day for the stock market. Just look, they say, at Friday the 13th of October, 1989, when
the leveraged buyout of UAL fell apart, ending the junk-bond boom and knocking 6.9%
off the Dow in one fell swoop. Or what about Friday the 13th of October, 2000, when the
Heartland mutual funds wrote down their bond holdings, wiping away 69% of the net
asset value of Heartland High-Yield Municipal Bond Fund in a single day?

But investors’ fear of Friday the 13th – christened
paraskevidekatriaphobia – is not merely nonsense. It’s actually
contradicted by the facts. On average, the stock market does
not do worse on Friday the 13th; it does slightly better than
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long on stocks). Traders cling to rabbits’ feet, insist on parking
their car in the same space so long as they’re making money, MOST POPULAR POSTS
refuse to write in red pen and sometimes wear the same shirt day after day or even stop
brushing their teeth when they’re on a winning streak.
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average day in the market.
Researchers used to think there was nothing in these daily variations but random noise.
You should expect to see what appear to be patterns in huge samples of data just by luck
alone. No day of the week consistently dominates returns – or brings up the rear – from
one time period to another. It’s just randomness at work.
And a bad day in the market seems a lot more memorable if it happens to occur on Friday
the 13th than if it unfolds on, say, Tuesday the 4th or Monday the 28th, simply because 13
is regarded as an unlucky number (at least in Western cultures).
But now some theorists are wondering whether the fear of Friday the 13th may actually
raise average returns for the day, over time. Superstitious investors, afraid of “tempting
fate” (PDF here), might sell stocks that day, creating purchase opportunities for more
informed buyers and causing the market as a whole to go up. Scholars have documented
that such factors as seasonal affective disorder, the shift to Daylight Savings Time and
even how sunny it is outside can all influence short-term stock returns.
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psychological odds are in favor of a better-than-average day. That doesn’t mean the stock
market must go up today. It does mean that you’d be foolish to act out of a superstitious
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